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The one to one integration of the most popular industrial
control,mechatronic and industrial networks with Digital Environments

enablesdefining the route in real time to each data source. It alsoenables
you to give access to the data through the internet by themodule called
Vijeo Web, which communicates with the Applix GlobalWeb Server and a

Digital Environments server. This gives you a greatamount of visibility and
the ability to integrate not only differentequipment, but different operators

and tools that let you control thecomplete machine from one single
system. The most widespread international standards in industrial

automationand machine control are available directly on the program:
IEC61131-3, IEC61131-3, IEC61131-3plus, IEC61131-3 extended

(IEC61131-3e), IEC1131-4, IEC1131-5,Robotics Interface for Distributed
Control Networks (RIDNET), andIEC 61131-5, IEC 61131-5, IEC 61131-5
extended (IEC61131-5e) The global standard languages Vijeo-Designer
supports all versions ofVijeo-Designer, including the de-facto industry
standard language,Vijeo-Designer 2 and Vijeo-Designer 3 as well as all

otherstandard languages that you can find on the internet for yourdesign.
The next generation for Vijeo-Designer is Vijeo-Designer forMicrosoft

Windows and is also available for free on the internet. Define a custom
interface and use existing fields with the help ofthe IEC 61131-3 extension.

Using the IEC 1131-3/1131-3plus andIEC 61131-5 extension, you can
integrate Vijeo-Designer with all theexisting IEC 1131-3/IEC 61131-5

control protocols The motion control interface that you will find in
SoMachineMotion can be programmed on an IEC 61131-3, 61131-3plus

orIEC 61131-5 programming environment. You can create one or
moremachine modules (see chapter 3.3.1 on motion control) in

theprogramming environment and then transfer the complete set of data
tothe machine template. The number of machine modules can be
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adjustedand the complete machine can then be used as a basis for
configuring,commissioning, and diagnostics. All machine modules that you
createdwith Vijeo-Designer are automatically loaded into SoMachineMotion

when the machine runs
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somachine for
machinestruxure is the

next generation
machinestruxurefrom

schneider electric and a
complete automation

solution whichcan be used
for the design,

configuration and manual
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operation ofindustrial
machines of any

complexity. somachine for
machinestruxurecontains
all necessary tools for the

complete
engineeringprocess,

integrated with designer
tooling, and is a single

entry-point for all
automation software

needed for your machine
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construction. the range of
services offered in

somachine motion is
roughlycovering the

entirety of the pacdrive
product line: from

traditionalhmi applications
such as ddc/pid, to remote

i/o, from motion
systemdedicated software,

to link and standalone
applications, from
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bmsapplications, to
functional safety to

configuration. the range
ofautomation applications
in somachine includes the

fullpacdrive kinematics
from a turn, linear or even

special mover to thefull
functionality of the

pacdrive controller version
7590 (license 500). the

automatic planning
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module can be used to
predict paths,
trajectoriesand

intermediate positions for
a non-linear planning

mode, alsoresolved using
the e-model. somachine

motion allows direct
control ofmechatronic and

motion control devices.
furthermore, the

automaticcalibration
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process can be used to
automatically calibrate the
controlleron the controller

and the machine or to
calculate the

calibrationvalues.
somachine motion is
based on pacdrive

automation technology,
includingdata analysis,
transformation and the

generation of new devices
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viaprograms. due to its
integration, somachine

motion is the
optimalsoftware to

interface pacdrive and
other automation solutions

(dedicatedsoftware,
motion software, link

software,..) and it makes
theseineffective and even

incompatible solutions
obsolete. 5ec8ef588b
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